
Design Studio
Architecture, Interior, Landscape & Urban Design
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#4.  HATZ #5. 

Conceived as a multi-disciplinary 

design studio, HATZ provide services 

in architecture, landscape, urban and 

interior design. They deliver high-

end design solutions for private and 

public sector clients.

The design philosophy is founded on 

the premise that architecture must 

project beyond the current status 

quo. The practice is engaged with 

contemporary cultural and design 

trends, emerging digital technologies 

and production methods and 

environmental sustainability. HATZ 

maintains close ties with university 

institutions that engage in design 

research with a view to its application 

in the built work. 

The work methodology focuses 

on collaboration with clients, 

consultants and contractors to 

achieve progressive and sustainable 

environments. HATZ is a design 

practice that utilizes cutting-

edge digital and hand-crafted 

techniques to create memorable 

and unique solutions. The portfolio 

spectrum ranges from feasibility 

studies, educational refurbishment, 

social housing, luxury residential, 

commercial to urban design and 

master planning schemes to name a 

few.

Innovation processes 

involve identifying needs and 

developing competencies 

within funding regimes.  

Innovations and their 

application to built projects 

is critically dependant on 

two issues:  the real need 

for innovation and project 

funding.  Without either of 

these two criteria, innovation 

cannot occur. HATZ strives 

to engage new research into 

the built reality.  Advanced 

research makes its way into 

the mainstream construction 

industry incrementally and 

HATZ is continually striving 

to push the edge condition of 

innovative new forms, material 

technologies and colour theory 

into the built environment. 

The two key areas that HATZ 

is continually researching are 

contemporary products and 

ergonomic-based design and 

construction.  

Steve Hatzellis founded the Company in 

2004 and leads the HATZ administration 

and design teams. He is responsible for 

key projects including the VCA Artist + 

Printing workshops, the Paradise Beach 

House and the Monash Architecture 

School. Prior to establishing HATZ, he 

worked in London, Sydney and Melbourne 

- most recently working with the Pritzker 

Prize winner Zaha Hadid. While at ZHA he 

led major international projects including 

a Master plan for the docklands in Bilbao 

Spain. Similarly, in Australia he was 

project architect for Scala and Prahran 

Central apartments and responsible for 

the Cranbourne Town Centre extension 

and Port Melbourne Defence Science 

Technology Organisation masterplans. 

Steve was founding director of the 

Master in Digital Architecture program 

at UTS Sydney and previously taught 

design at the Architectural Association 

in London. He graduated from the 

University of Melbourne with Honours 

and completed a Masters degree at the 

Architectural Association in London in 

Urbanism and Architecture. His work has 

been exhibited and published in Europe, 

UK and at the Beijing Biennale.

STEVE HATZELLIS

# PARADISE HOUSE, ST ANDREWS BEACH, VIC

About
Practice

Values Innovation & Research
The practice differentiates itself by 

the way in which it deliver projects: 

1. Creativity meets Practicality

2. Open, Frank and Specialist 

Advice

3. Quality and Cost of Project 

Delivery

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/paradise-house/
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Underpinning the HATZ methodology 

is the philosophy that projects should 

be developed having regard to the 

whole project and the collaboration 

between various parties. That is, 

while HATZ’s specialist team will 

deliver the Deliverables required for 

the Project, the team is acutely aware 

of the collaboration, sensitivity and 

integration required with the Project’s 

stakeholders, given the multifarious 

users,and outcomes that each 

Project requires.  This holistic project 

management approach delivers a 

streamllined delivery with less risk.

HATZ is not just a ‘design-focused’ 

studio nor just a ‘pragmatic, 

commercially driven’ practice –  they 

are both. The practice is passionate 

about both the front-end design and 

the process driven documention and 

construction phases.  HATZ adheres 

to a full-service approach to all 

projects.

HATZ systems have developed over 

many years and stem from the desire 

to develop a method that enhances 

and protects the clients’ property and 

delivers outstanding architectural and 

engineering outcomes within time 

and budget constraints. 

HATZ are experienced in delivering 

full-service projects:  from concept 

start through to the end of Defects 

Liability Stage. The team has vast 

experience in using ABIC, HIA, MBA, 

AS2124, AS4000 and other client 

generated contracts for institutional 

clients.   

The HATZ method for developing 

sound fit-for-purpose space 

commences with asking genuine 

questions relating to use, function, 

life-span and budget.

# THE NEW RED SHED, VCA, SOUTHBANK, VIC

Experience
With over 25 years of practising experience in several 

sectors, Hatz is a multi-disciplinary design firm  with 

proven ability in delivering projects from conception 

to handover.

25+ 

Portfolio
With over 150 built projects across different 

diciplines, sectors, budget and size - no project is too 

little or big a challenge for Hatz.150+

Variations
With proven project management skills, HATZ 

ensures that projects are successfully realised. 

A key deliverable that HATZ takes pride in is 

the ability to deliver a project within the clients’ 

expectations whilst producing the highest quality 

documentation that results in very few on-site 

contractor cost variations.  HATZ’s most recent 

projects have resulted in less than 1% to 3% cost 

variations compared to the original contract sum.

< 3%

Values
Quality

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/vca-printing-workshop-2/
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Services
Disciplines & Sectors
HATZ provides architectural, 

interior design, landscape 

design, urban design, project 

management, workplace design and 

masterplanning services for public 

and private sector clients. 

The practice is committed to realising 

design of the highest quality and are 

dedicated to delivering projects that 

are responsive to context, climate 

and most importantly, to the needs of 

its clients. The portfolio of projects is 

one that is diverse in scope and style, 

in which each design solution is a 

unique response.  

HATZ has experience in delivering 

projects such as feasibility studies, 

masterplanning, lecture theatres, 

student lounges, flexible learning 

spaces, offices, pavilions, beach 

residences, inner-city mixed-

use commercial developments, 

institutional, interiors and the 

restoration and refurbishment of 

significant heritage and Modern 

buildings.  All project types are 

considered.

01

HATZ provides design services for single residential, 

multi-unit residential, extensions, renovations, social 

housing,  beach houses, commercial buildings, 

learning and teaching spaces, performance studios 

and sound studios. They also provide consultancy 

services, masterplanning, project management  and 

feasibility studies. 

02

HATZ provides interior design services in addition to 

architectural services or as a stand alone service.

For example, services can include residential interior 

design, workplace desing, office fitouts, interior 

refurbishments, services upgrades, colour schemes, 

lighting, furniture selection, art work selection and 

custom furniture and joinery.

Project Management

03

HATZ provides urban design and masterplanning 

services including feasibility studies, façade designs, 

street furniture, hard landscapes and urban art, BIM, 

GIS and 3D modelling, pedestrian and vehicular 

movement, building ratios and density, solar analysis, 

services upgrades and water management design.

04

HATZ provides landscape design services including 

swimming pool design, hard and soft landscapes, 

irrigation, fencing, exterior lighting, stormwater and 

plant selection.

Education

Urban Design & 
Masterplanning

Landscape & Pool 
Design

# DAVID CARO OFFICES, PARKVILLE, VIC

Sectors
Residential

Public
Commercial
Health & Science

Architecture & 
Workplace Design
Interior Design & 

https://hatz.co/project-management/
https://hatz.co/urban-design-and-masterplanning/
https://hatz.co/landscape-design/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/physics-expansion-david-caro-south/
https://hatz.co/architectural-design/
https://hatz.co/workplace/
https://hatz.co/interior-design/


 

#10.  HATZ

STEVE HATZELLIS - DIRECTOR

#11. 

Director and lead designer at Hatz.

Steve has more than 25 years of practicing 

experience in London, Sydney and 

Melbourne and has generated an extensive 

portfolio of built projects across multiple 

disciplines and sectors.  

As lead architect, Steve designs with vision 

and sensitivity to the brief and context -  

keeping open communication with clients 

to ensure that their desires are met.

At Hatz, Steve leads the team to produce 

outcomes that are true to the company’s 

values, philosophy and methodology.

SHENIA LAY - ARCHITECT

Joined Hatz in 2016.

Shenia works closely with the Hatz team, 

clients, consultants and contractors to lead 

and coordinate projects from conception to 

handover.

As an architect, Shenia believes that brief 

fulfilment, client satisfaction and the 

realisation of successful architecture is 

achieved with a continual focus on details.

At Hatz, Shenia is thorough in working 

through the details of each design phase 

to ensure that the final outcome is beyond 

expectations.

CELINE GRUSON - PROJECT COORDINATOR

Joined Hatz in 2016.  

Celine has extensive work experience in 

leading and coordinating commercial, 

educational and residential projects. 

Passionate about combining architecture 

with design and history, Celine sees 

architecture as an opportunity to enhance 

the end user’s well-being and their 

relationship with the built environment.

 

At Hatz, Celine’s unique skills not only 

identifies opportunities to do more, but 

also to do better. 

Team
Studio

The Hatz team is multi-disciplinary, 

consisting of highly experienced 

technical and design specialists who 

have a long standing and successful 

history of providing advisory, 

communications and technical 

(asset delivery, project and contract 

management services) advice to both 

private and public sector clients.

The team is highly professional and 

thrives from an international diversity.

The team is comitted to building a 

trustworthy and honest relationship 

with clients. They make sure that, 

together, the desired project outcomes 

are achieved.

Experienced

Diverse

Commited
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PARADISE HOUSE

A new residence located on an 

impressive beachside site - one and a 

half hours south of Melbourne. Adjacent 

to St Andrews Beach and the Mornington 

Peninsula national park, the location 

features ocean views and preserved 

coastal vegetation.

Paradise house is a response to very 

particular site conditions and client 

requirements. Environmental, planning, 

topographical, visual, and climatic site 

conditions were mapped, analysed 

and integrated into a set of design 

constraints that responded to these 

dynamic conditions. 

01

SCAPE HOUSE

This project for a family coastal 

residence is located on a stunning 

site in eastern Victoria. The design is 

an investigation of how an idealised 

conception of “house” is transformed 

by its context and use. The site has 

extraordinary qualities: harsh prevailing 

winds of the roaring forties; sloping site; 

and sublime panoramic views from cape 

liptrap to wilson’s promontory. 

The residence required maximum 

flexibility as a beach home that could 

accommodate varying sleeping needs 

- anything from a single guest to 

burgeoning family summer holidays.

STAHLE HOUSE RENOVATION

Stahle house was originally designed 

by Ross Stahle as his family home. He 

was Director of the noted practice of 

Mockridge Stahle Mitchell.   The house 

was purchased by Steve Hatzellis as his 

family home in 2011.

The renovation of Stahle house 

commenced in 2012 and was completed 

in 2020.  Key to the Stahle renovation 

was the insertion of new elements that 

were sympathetic to the Japanesque 

Modernist style of the original.  Further 

renovations included major reworking 

of the gardens to include a boat shaped 

swimming pool and a leaning pergola 

that supports a vertical garden.

02

03

Projects
Residential

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/paradise-house/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/scape-house/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/stahle-house/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/paradise-house/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/scape-house/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/stahle-house/
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VCA ARTISTS WORKSHOP

This project entails consolidation of 

two workshops into one area enabling 

integrated facility incorporating 

resources and services across all 

disciplines.

The exterior scheme aims to harmonise 

with the existing industrial architecture 

by utilising the existing truss geometry 

to create contemporary geometries. 

The concept uses dynamic geometries 

to create visual directional movement 

into the campus and to be suggestive 

of a future gateway element. The 

main interior ‘Construction Areas’ 

are conceived as public piazzas - an 

interior urbanism. Work is assembled in 

these urban lobbies and crafted in the 

manually intensive workshops.

BERKELEY LECTURE THEATRE

Key to this project was a seating 

arrangment that allowed interaction 

between students. The lecture theatre 

contains seating for 126 students and 

is designed as an amphitheatre so as to 

allow visibility and discussion between 

adjacent groups of 2 to 3 collaborators. 

Careful consideration was given to 

reverberation time and acoustic clarity 

by the use of acoustic fabric and folded 

plaster walls and ceilings.

MONASH ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

This project for Monash University 

houses the newly created Architecture 

Department within the Faculty of Art 

and Design - the first new school of 

architecture in Australia in 30 years.

The final outcome is comprised of 

flexible design studios, academic and 

research offices, administration and 

meeting rooms, CAD/CAM laboratory 

and a series of informal areas for 

students and staff.

Projects
Education

01

02

03

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/vca/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/vca/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/berkeley/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/monash-architecture-school/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/berkeley/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/monash-architecture-school/


 

#16.  HATZ #17. 

MELBOURNE LAW LIBRARY

In 2016, Hatz completed the 

refurbishment for Level 3 and the 

Mezzanine level of the Melbourne Law 

Building. This refurbishment saw the 

delivery of a new library on Level 3 and a 

Student Enrichment Centre for the

Mezzanine level.

The design for the space features soft 

curves to facilitate the flow of people. 

The concept of the soft curves is further 

reinforced by the use of Tasmanian 

Oak as the feature material. Hatz has 

also carefully selected furniture which 

compliments the curves as well as 

supports the functions of the space. 

TRANSCAPES

This project was completed for the UTS 

Gallery.

Using a combination of Parametric 

Design and Digital Manufacturing, an 

exhibition wall was created to showcase 

works of digital artists from Melbourne, 

Sydney and New Zealand.

SCOREBOARD PAVILION

This Scoreboard Pavilion incorporates a 

Hatz-designed steel framing supporting 

system for the new Bluevane digital 

scoreboard. The pavilion form is both old 

and new, taking clues from the adjacent 

heritage pavilions and Modernist 

architecture.  Built from welded plate 

steel and finished in weather resistant 

epoxy paints, this pavilion will resist 

the extreme elements of this weather 

exposed site.  

The Scoreboard serves a multitude of 

sports including cricket and football to 

mention a few.

02Projects
Public

01

02

03

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/melbourne-law-school/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/melbourne-law-school/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/transcapes/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/transcapes/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/uom-scoreboard-pavillion/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/uom-scoreboard-pavillion/
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DAVID CARO OFFICES

The existing rooms and computer lab on 

level 2 of the David Caro South building 

were successfully converted into a 

contemporary offices. The refurbishment 

involves designing shared hotdesk 

workspaces across level 2 with private 

offices and meeting rooms for the 

researchers. 

The interior utilised the concept 

of ‘speed, eddies and flows’ in 

creating active and fluid space. The 

compositional grid of the layout was 

tilted to achieve openings and to 

increase the sunlight penetration into the 

deep building plate.

MTR RADIO STATION

The client requested that the fitout 

be pragmatic and reflect the image 

of a dynamic live radio station. The  

primary goal was to achieve acoustic 

separation from the busy road adjacent 

to the studio by providing rubber mount 

separation and multi-linings. The lighting 

was crafted to allow both direct and 

diffuse patterns and the colour scheme 

accentuate the colours of the station 

branding.

SPOT MULTI-LEVEL REFURBISHMENT

This four level refurbishment for 

professional and academic staff 

consisted of a reception room, 

pigeonhole room, individual offices, 

hotdesks, shared working spaces and 

break out areas. The building retains it’s 

6 Star energy rating.

Projects
Commercial

01

02

03

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/physics-expansion-david-caro-south/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/physics-expansion-david-caro-south/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/mtr-radio/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/fbe-spot-building-upgrade-level-9-10-11-12/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/fbe-spot-building-upgrade-level-9-10-11-12/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/mtr-radio/
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH LAB

In 2017 Hatz helped deliver the Experimental 

Research Laboratory for the School of 

Finance, Business and Economics (FBE). 

This new facility consists of a series of 

observation labs, meeting rooms, a computer 

room, staff area and a waiting room.  The 

observation booths were connected to a 

central observation booth using microphones, 

cameras and other sensors to allow the 

reading of user interface-interactions based 

on visual and chemical stimuli. 

The new space features warm tones 

throughout the building with the use of carpet 

highlights and bespoke Blackbutt timber 

joinery.  DDA and high acoustic performance 

were some of the challenges that were 

successfully overcome in the design process.

LA TROBE NURSING SCHOOL

Hatz was selected to prepare a feasibility 

study to help deliver a major upgrade to the 

Nursing school at La Trobe University.  The 

brief included that refurbishment of the 

Nursing Simulation labs to provide additional 

labs, create a central storage space, relocate 

4(No.) existing offices onto the same level 

and provide additional amenities. Key to the 

project was the integration of technology 

and remote supervision throughout the 

hospital rooms and central observation 

rooms.  The layout improved convenience 

and access for staff, with larger corridor 

widths and greater legibility of the lab 

entries. Additionally, the construction works 

consolidate the storage for all labs and 

provided a net increase of two labs and 8 

simulation beds within the amended layout.

BIO21

This refurbishment project was 

established in 2019 and aimed to 

upgrade the existing 3-storey building in 

the Bio-Health precinct to allow for an 

increase in private sector engagement.  

Bio21 is a private-public partnership 

venture that connects medical start-up 

companies with health research clusters 

at the University of Melbourne.  The 

brief for the project was to upgrade 

laboratories, staff amenities and 

common areas to entice commercial 

research tenants.

Projects
Health & Science

01

02

03

https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/fbe-experimental-research-facility/
https://hatz.co/portfolio-view/fbe-experimental-research-facility/
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Monash Architecture School

Professor John Redmond 
Dean of Faculty of Art and Design 
Monash University

“Your practice achieved both an 

exceptional outcome and exceptional 

practice management, for the new

Architecture Suite. I liked the scheme 

from its inception, but it’s very pleasing 

that the more I see it, the

more I like it.”

C1-C2 Flexible Teaching Space

Jon Peacock
Director, Space Management & Property
University of Melbourne

‘Bring it on!  I want five more spaces 

like this!  ... Our lead consulting 

architect Steve Hatzellis is superb, 

who oversaw the numerous project 

consultants.”

Testimonials
& Affiliates

Jim Baa Yer Resource Centre

Karey Huang
Project Manager
Australian Catholic University

“We had a blessing ceremony for the 

new Jim Baa Yer space this morning...  

Great result!”

C1&C2 Flexible Teaching Space

Associate Professor Peter Cebon
School of Engineering
University of Melbourne

“I’d like to drop notes to various people 

who made the new theatre happen, to 

thank them for the great space.  The 

acoustics are amazing.  Makes a huge 

difference.” 

Membership

Education Clients

Private Clients 
Non-residential

Government housing Health

https://www.arbv.vic.gov.au/for-consumers/working-with-an-architect/
https://aca.org.au/
https://www.architecture.com.au/
https://www.aaca.org.au/


  

#24.  HATZ #25. 

Our company commenced with a 

portfolio of residential clients and 

it delivered projects ranging from 

high-end homes, beach houses 

and residential renovations. It 

subsequently branched into the 

educational sector delivering both 

new build and interior fit outs. 

Working with numerous leading 

universities across Victoria, Hatz 

established a reputation for 

specialisation within the education 

sector.   Over the last few years, a 

background in science and urban 

design helped the practice develop 

public and health sector clientele.  

Hatz’s future involves continual work 

in the residential and educational 

sectors as well an increasing role in 

the public, commercial and health 

realms.

RESIDENTIAL

EDUCATION

COMMERCIAL

PUBLIC

HEALTH / SCIENCE  

2004 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 >

HATZ GROWTH TRAJECTORY - PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE

RESIDENTIAL

Hatz is passionate about creating housing that reflects the community 

aspirations.  For over 25 years, the practice has been producing 

memorable living environments including apartments, townhouses 

and single residences.  We continue to work closely with private and 

government clients to produce exceptional homes. By prioritising quality 

and client satisfaction, we expect to continue the growth trajectory within 

the housing sector.

EDUCATION

A core sector for Hatz is educational architecture and interior design.  

We currently work with leading Universities in delivering new builds, 

refurbishments and installations. In this sector, we work with the project 

managers as well as with the multi-faceted stakeholder groups to produce 

flexible yet fit-for-purpose learning and teaching spaces. We have also 

extended our work into the primary and secondary education sector.

HEALTH, SCIENCE & PUBLIC

Allied to the educational sector is Hatz’s strong connection to science 

and health industries.  The practice has delivered bespoke laboratories 

for undertaking medicine, pharmaceutical, engineering and socio-logical 

delivery and research.    This area is seen as the next major sector for 

growth and Hatz is investing in research and education to fulfil projected 

client demand in the forthcoming period.

COMMERCIAL

The practice specialises in delivering workplace design.  For over 15 years, 

Hatz has been researching and developing workplace models based on 

the changing nature of work environments.  Most recently, Hatz has been 

developing a new approach to open-vs-cellular layouts that have emerged 

due to digital disruption and the changes brought about by work-from-

home regimes.  We design commercial workspaces with an understanding 

that different industries and businesses have highly different requirements. 

With this, it is important to achieve the right balance between ‘fit-for-

purpose’ and ‘flexible/loose-fit’ typologies.  Hatz continues to grow 

the client base with inroads into pharmaceutical and entertainment 

commercial spaces.

Future Plan
Growth
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How Can I Obtain A Fee?

Call or email us to arrange a free-

of-charge first meeting at our office 

or on-site.  We will discuss your 

requirements and provide you with 

a detailed fee submission of our 

services.

What Level Of Fees Can I Expect To 

Pay For Engaging Hatz?

Fees are calculated on the 

complexities associated with the 

site, client brief and regulatory 

constraints, as each of these has 

ramifications on the time and level 

of service that Hatz will provide in 

realizing your vision.

As a guide, Hatz charge fees 

within the range of 5-15% of the 

final construction cost.  These 

percentages are based on an inverse 

sliding scale and in general, the 

higher the percentage, the lower the 

construction value and the higher 

the complexity.

We will provide you with a Terms of 

Engagement with a description of 

our Scope of Work and fee before 

we undertake any work for you. 

Do I Have To Use The Full Range Of 

Services Or Can I Request Services 

Up To A Particular Stage?

Hatz can provide the full traditional 

service or a partial design or 

supervisory service.   Our services 

can be tailored to suit your individual 

project requirements.

We will make sure that we get a 

clear understanding of your project 

during the briefing meeting and work 

together to clarify your needs. 

What size of project do you work 

with?

At Hatz, we are interested in working 

on projects of all scales, regardless 

of their size and complexity. For us, 

quality is more important than size.  

We work with the same passion and 

commitment on all projects.

How long does the design process 

and construction usually take?

Both the design and construction 

phases duration depend on various 

elements, including the project 

nature, size, complexity, location, 

etc.   As project managers, we can 

assist you in the early stages by 

preparing critical-path programmes 

to assist in avoiding time-related 

risks.

After discussing with you the project 

requirements, we can provide you 

with a timeframe to give you a clear 

understanding of the duration for 

each stage of the project.

Can I Ask The Architect To 

Supervise The Construction Phase 

of my Project?

It is customary for a builder to 

supervise the project and Hatz to 

oversee the builder.  We will make 

sure that the builder is completing 

the project in accordance with the 

contract and the drawings.  We will 

organise regular site visits to inspect 

the works, check the quality and 

deal with the builder regarding any 

defects and their rectification.

The construction phase of a project 

is complex, and it will determine the 

quality of the final product. It also 

represents a critical stage of the 

project and requires professional 

management to make sure that the 

project is finished on time and on 

budget.

Contract Administration, 

Superintendence and Project 

Management are services that we 

offer at Hatz to help you through the 

Construction Phase.   

What Is The Best Way To Get In 

Touch?

If you have a project in mind 

or if would like to get a better 

understanding of how we work, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us.

You can get in touch with our office 

by: 

Email: admin@hatz.co 

Telephone: 03 9867 3444.

Is Hatz A Registered Practice?

The use of the title ‘architect’ and 

‘architectural’ is protected by law, 

which means that only people or 

firms registered with the Architects 

Registration Board may use these 

titles.

Hatz is registered with the 

Architects’ Registration Board 

of Victoria ARBV (Registration 

no. C50873), accredited with the 

Architects Accreditation Council of 

Australia AACA and is a member of 

the Australian Institute of Architects 

AIA.

What Range of Services Does Hatz 

Offer?

At Hatz, we offer the full range of 

building-related project management 

and design services including:

1. Project Management

2. Pre-Design & Feasibility Study

3. Concept & Sketch Design

4. Design Development & Planning 

applications 

5. Contract Drawings & 

Specifications

6. Tendering, Appraisals & Contract 

Preparation

7. Contract Administration & 

Superintendence

8. Post Construction Management

We provide architectural, interior 

design, landscape design and urban 

design services for residential, 

commercial and institutional clients.  

Each service can be tailored to suit 

your project requirements.

https://www.arbv.vic.gov.au/for-consumers/working-with-an-architect/
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19/456 St Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004

+61 3 9867 3444

Get in touch

www.hatz.co

@hatzarchitects
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